SUCCESS STORY: OUTLET-SOFA DIRECT

THE 20K PHONE CALL
HOW OUTLET-SOFA DIRECT WAS
ABLE TO SAVE TIME, EFFORT AND
THOUSANDS OF EUROS

BACKGROUND
The idea of Outlet-Sofa Direct was born when several
manufacturers specializing in the production of
supplies for bedding and well-being joined together
to offer their customers the possibility of direct

ABOUT OUTLET-SOFA DIRECT
FOUNDATION:
2005

access to all those items that go through factory and
out-of-stocking, thus providing the consumer with
the best quality at the ideal price.
In 2005, as a result of the inevitable digital
transformation of the furniture sector, the company
did not hesitate for a single moment to opt for the
online trading.

INDUSTRY:
Furniture/Living roomBedding supplies
ITEMS IN AMAZON:
Approximately 2000 SKUs

SHIPMENTS:
Approximately 8000/mth

STARTING SITUATION
Due to the e-commerce giant‘s solid and well-known

Amazon FBA services has boosted sales significantly

reputation, Outlet-Sofa-Direct decided in 2015 to

for us” states Francesco. “Obviously, everything has

start selleing their products on Amazon: “Wanting to

its advantages and disadvantages and in the case of

have large numbers of online sales and not selling on

Amazon FBA the fact of losing control of customer

Amazon is often not possible today” says Francesco

returns, made me realized that something was wrong.

the company‘s Marketplace Manager.

Some of the data provided by Amazon was not
matching what we had on our side, but in most cases,
I simply trusted that Amazon would inform us properly

“We currently sell in several Marketplaces: eBay,

of the errors; unfortunately, this was not the case”

Cdiscount, but selling on Amazon and the use of

explains Francesco.
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SOLUTION
An unexpected call that changed everything
“Although I imagined that there were errors in the

unexpected call of Monica, a teammember of

FBA transactions, this is an issue that we had

SellerLogic. Her kindness and professionalism

put aside as it requires enormous time and effort

convinced me from the very beginning as she

for our team. However, all this changed with the

explained everything promptly and in detail”.

SUCCESSFUL RESULTS WITH LOST & FOUND BY SELLERLOGIC
“Seen the situation we were in with our

“Monica guided me from the very beginning;

merchandise in FBA warehouses, I knew that there

during the registration process she informed

was a great possibility that the volume of errors

me of all the steps to follow once the tool was

would be high, but at first I didn‘t think it would

launched. It is also worth mentioning that the rest

save us so much money either. In the course of

of the SellerLogic team has always been extremely

3 months, the use of Lost & Found has proven

available and present. Even when they are notified

the opposite, we have already recovered 20,000

of last minute problems. Thanks to the whole

Euros and we are completely convinced

team and the intuitive usage of the tool, not

that the tool works” says Francesco.

only has the claiming of cases saved us
a lot of time, but it has also helped us to
recover the money we were entitled to.”

€ 20,000
REIMBURSED
BY AMAZON

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN LOST & FOUND
BY SELLERLOGIC?
Give us a call +49 211 900 64 120
or write us an e-mail: cs-en@sellerlogic.com
www.sellerlogic.com/en
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Samtige Haut
Direct

